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Intersection
Logline:
Tom's reality is shattered when he's pitted between the grief
of his wife's death and her ominous return. Tom must uncover
the truth in her new and dangerous behavior in time to save
his daughter and his own sanity.
Synopsis:
"Intersection" is the thrilling present day story of Tom
Wilson, a man suffering from depression due to a car accident
that killed his wife. He has cut himself off from family and
is neglecting his young daughter.
Everything changes the morning his deceased wife Lisa
suddenly reappears in their home months after her death.
Tom's fear and suspicions are weighed against the joy of her
return.
Tom's sanity is called into question by Lisa's parent's Mary
and Chester. Though they agree the accident took place they
can verify Lisa's survival and worry about his ability to
care for his daughter Gwenie.
Tom's uncertainty over Lisa's death and his own sanity
creates family strife. Tom's doctor and the medical community
attempt to help.
Tom's apprehension over Lisa's return grows as her behavior
becomes more erratic and begins to become dangerous. His fear
becomes realized one night when Lisa pushes him of a cliff
sending him to the hospital. After a failed escape attempt
from the hospital Tom is strapped down and locked in a room
for his own safety.
When Lisa visits Tom in the hospital and threatens to leave
him and take Gwenie Tom is forced to act. He breaks himself
out of the hospital and rushes to locate Lisa. Finding her at
her parent's home without their daughter Tom convinces her to
get in his car and go back home where he is told their
daughter and her parents are waiting.
Along the way home Lisa attempts to drive them off the road.
Tom, barely able to control the vehicle, pulls over to a
stop. Lisa jumps out and runs the rest of the way to their
house.
After chasing her all he way home Tom confronts a hysterical
Lisa in their living room. Her parent's arrival during the
argument only helps to confuse the situation. Tom is losing
control when his daughter's scream pulls him back together.
Gwenie runs outside with Tom in pursuit. She makes it all the
way to the very same intersection where the first car crash
happened. It is here after seeing a car drive right through
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his unaffected daughter that Tom must face the truth.
With his current reality shaken Tom is forced to face the
truth of the car accident. Not only did his wife die but the
fatalities from the other car were Lisa's parents and his own
child Gwenie.

